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ABSTRACT:

Process Query Language
Process models capture the behavior of dynamic systems in an unambiguous way by
describing (often infinite) collections of process instances, where a process instance is an
arrangement of activities and/or events in relation to each other according to an order in
which they can be executed by a system. Process Querying addresses the problem of
automatically managing (collections of) process models based on process instances that
these models describe. A user interacts with a collection of process models via process
querying intents. A process querying intent is a formally specified request to manage a
collection of process models for a particular purpose. Process Querying research initiative
spans a range of topics from theoretical studies of algorithms and the limits of computability
of process querying techniques to the practical issues of implementing process querying
technologies in software. In this talk, Dr. Artem Polyvyanyy will report on his recent
research activities in Process Querying. Specifically, this presentation will focus on a
proposal for a design of a formal language for specifying process querying intents, label
management techniques that aim at improving usefulness of process querying, results of an
empirical study that aims at evaluation of the process querying ideas, works that aim at
improving the expressive power of process querying techniques, and feasibility of process
querying.
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